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BUILD OFF MOMENTUM

• Move beyond “echo chamber” have meaningful dialogue not past each other

• Better understanding of why the public limited in participation

• Long term mechanism for public engagement outside PST Conference (PHMSA Public meeting and docket a great start)

• We “need to own our performance” & recognize our “social license to operate”

• “Transparency is only half the answer” need a narrative

• Continue to evolve & strengthen public awareness with public input (1162)
Under Goal 4 Industry will share with the public how we are keeping pipelines safe, how the public can interact with pipelines safely when they need to, and how we will interact with private landowners when a pipeline project is in their area. We will also focus specifically on those who need to dig around underground pipelines to make sure everything is done safely.
Strong commitment to engage with external stakeholders

Operators share safety performance with those that live, work and plan in proximity to their pipelines

A mechanism is in place for stakeholders and the operator to have an ongoing dialogue with those that wish to do so, regarding safety and asset-related concerns.

Personnel are made available to the public to receive and exchange information.
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